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introduction

A.

Background

Yucca Mountain on the Nevada Test Site (nTS) i
sequence of volcanic ash-fall and ash-flow tuffs.

comprised of a thick
This mountain

is

being

considered as a site for a nuclear waste repository, and feasibility studies
for this purpose are being conducted by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage
Investigations (nnWSI) Project.1

G-Tunnel, located in Rainier Mesa on the

nTS, intersects layers of welded and nonwelded tuffs that have similar thermal
and mechanical properties and
mountan.2,3

tress states to the tuffs in Yucca

The availability of this tunnel for imediate field experi-

mentation allows Sandia National Laboratories (SnL), a participant in nnWSI,
to conduct field characterizations of tuffs without expensive excavation and
facility development costs.

A suite of field experiments has been planned for G-Tunnel. 2
to be contained within a dedicated region at the end of
region is called the

the

-Tunnel Underground Facility (GTUF)

extend into welded and nonwelded tuffs.

The purpose of

These are
tunnel.

These are

and excavations
TUF is to provide

opportunities to develop and conduct field experiments designed for evaluation
of rock mass phenomena of these tuffs.

The welded tuff mining ()

evalua-

tions discussed in this document are the capstone effort planned for

gtuf and

consist of making welded tuff rock mechanics measurements and performing
evaluations needed to ensure that technologies are adequately developed prior
to testing in the Exploratory Shaft at Yucca Mountain.
situ site characterization

development

Major repository in

efforts are planned in yucca mountain

in welded tuff with the excavation of the Exploratory Shaft.

B.

Purpose

The purpose of the G-Sunnel welded tuff mining evaluations is to utilize
gTUF to

onduct an evaluation of the rock mass behavior

aused by excavation

of a relatively short room, sized to dimensions representative of drifts that
could be used for the horizontal emplacement concept bein
storage of commercial high-level nuclear wastes in tuff.

considered for
The construction of

the special room will demonstrate the technical feasibility for mining and
stabilizing,

this size drift in welded tuff, and measurements taken in and

around the drift will be used to evaluate practices and instrumentation use
planned for a similar sited room in the Exploratory Shaft.

Experiment test plans in tuff are benefitted by a brief description of the
depositional and cooling processes.

tuffs are depostited because

of sudden

volcanic eruptions, and the resulting ash either falls or flows into
sheet-like deposits.

When the depositional temperatures and lithostatic pres-

sures are sufficient, welding results.
fied primarily by the pore space.
is shrinkage due to cooling.
the hardened rock mass.

Welding, a textural term, is

denti-

Inherent in the formation of the tuffs

This cooling causes the formation of joints in

Welded tuff is more jointed. than nonwelded tuff, and

investigations in this medium are needed to determine the effects of the
joints on the overall rock mass properties.

A special feature in this testing is that measurements are to be made in a
jointed rock during the excavation process.

This is the first time that this

has been done in either welded or nonwelded tuffs, and these evaluations
should bring out the salient features pertinent to construction-related
measurements in tuffs.
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Ii.

SCOPE, OBJECTIVES, And
A.

rationale

Scope

1. Location
The welded tuff mining evaluations are to be an extension of the existing
gTUF.

Figure 1 shows a plan view of the region.

Amining evaluation is to

occur during the construction of the demonstration room, but
required in the U2g.12

drift prior to the actual WT

mining is

evaluation so that

instrumentation can be set in place and measurements can be taken prior to,
during, and after the actual mining of the room.

Figure 2 shows elevation

views of the region where the new mining would occur.

The principal

stratigraphic features of the welded and nonwelded tuff are shown.
general

stratigraphic

The

variations are:5

Upper transition - partially to moderately welded tuff
Welded tuff

moderately welded tuff, densely welded tuff,
with greenish-yellow clay lenses.

Lower transition - rubble zone and vitric welded tuff

nonwelded tuff -

zeolitized ash fall tuff

The thickness of the units from the top of the upper transition to the
bottom of the lower transition is approximately 16m.

2.

Phases

a.

Pre-WTm Measurements.

Pre-WTm activities consist of the mining of

the Ul2g.12 extension in the nonwelded tuff and later diamond core
drilling and measurements taken from that drift.

During the mining of the

U12S.12 extension, drift-convergence measurement techniques are to be
evaluated.

Mining will be temporarily halted and vertical and horizontal drift

convergence measurements will be made at eight stations along the drift to
review planned measurement techniques.

After mining, 12

oles are to be diamond drilled from the U1212

extension into the unexcavated rock where the WTm is to occur.
holes are to be used for borehole permeability measurements.

Six of the
Straddle packer

units are to be located at sequential positions along the boreholes and
pressure-flow rate measurements are to be made so that a permeability profile
can be established for each hole.

The process is to be repeated after the WTm

so that the effects of fracturing caused by the blasting or rock mass stress
redistribution can be detected.

The other six holes are to contain

instrumentation to be monitored during the WTm.
contain borehole stress- meters

Two of the holes are to

BSm) and the other four are to be used to

monitor progressive angle changes in the rock mass as the mining face
Details of these and other measurements are discussed in Section

advances.

III.

Two holes are to be percussion drilled from the U12Z.12 drift up towards
the Wtm area.

Multiple point borehole extensometers (mPBX) are to be

installed in the holes for the purpose of (1) evaluating MPBx installation
techniques and (2)
drifts.

later measuring the relative displacements between the two

Details are discussed in Section iii.

b.

w.TH Measurements.

This phase consists of two sets of measurements

taken during the mining in the welded tuff.

One set of measurements will

be a semiquantitative set associated with an evaluation of mining
techniques.
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Drilling patterns, explosive placements, fuse delay patterns, and resulting
measurements of the limits of the blisting will be periodically evaluated
during the mining.
of drift

The second set of measurements consists of determinations

onvergence phenomena during the sequential mining activities.

The

emphasis will be to monitor the rock mass behavior as the tuff is excavated.
Analyses will include numerical model evaluations.

c.

PostWTM Measurements.

This phase consists of all measurements

taken after the demonstration room has been excavated and stabilized.
Measurements will include determining changes in the rock mass behavior
with and without drift stabilization using rock bolts.

The permeability

profile will be repeated in the remaining rock so that blast effects can
be assessed.

General postmining rock mass behavior will be monitored as a

function of time and a rock mass displacement and rock bolt force
measurement system will be available to support other nonspecified testing
activities.

Also, hydraulic pressure cells (HPCs) will be installed in

special concrete fixtures to evaluate instrumentation placement and
structural interaction effects.

B.

Objectives
The objectives for the evaluations are to:
(1) Review relevance of standard rock mass rating techniques for use

in defining stabilization procedures for a repository-Sized room in welded
tuff.
(2) Apply control blasting techniques in construction of a room in
welded tuff for subsequent evaluations and recommendations for Exporatory
Shaft efforts.
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(3) Measure and evaluate drift convergence phenomena to determine the
responses of the welded tuff to mining.
(4) Perform 2-D numerical model calculations of the repository-sized
room and compare results with the measurements in objective (3)

to

determine reasons for any differences.
(5) Evaluate instrumentation installation techniques and resulting
measurement results to improve measurement capabilities.
(6) Serve as a test facility for supplemental rock mechanics testing
(i.

e., plate-loading testing,

possible demonstration of horizontal boring

machine).

C.

Rationale

Objective (1) serves as a review of applications of standard mining
technology.

The room is to be mined and stabilized using standard underground

support designs consistent with WTS safety requirements.

Designs shall

include evaluations of the rock mass with standard rock mass classification
systems, CSIR6and Q-System.

7

The construction of the room will be the

first of its type in welded tuff, and the establishment of the room will serve
to provide VNWSI engineers with a prototype verification of a reposItory-type
design.

The construction of the room relates to

and 4.7.8 in a generic Cense. 6

NWSI Information Weeds 4.7.1

These Information Needs relate to

stabilizing underground openings.

In particular, the construction of the roam

demonstrates that the underground facilities in welded
constructed with reasonably available technology.
repository-sized room (width 6.1

uffs can be

The construction of a

, height.3.7 M) in similar stress fields
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first i

G-Tunnel and later at the Exploratory Shaft provides documentation

that the underground design concept using a relatively wide room is feasible.
The width of 6.1 M has been selected as a COMPRIse
considerations.

Currently, drifts 5.5 m (l

for repository design

ft) wide are being considered for

spent fuel storage, but wider alcoves will be cut at the actual canister
emplacement locations.

Drifts 7.9

(26 ft) wide without alcoves are being

considered for commercial high-level waste storage.
is

The 6.1 m (20 ft) width

acceptable to repository designers for the purposes intended.

The construction of the demonstration room also relates to Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (nrc

regulations in 10 CFR 60.9

adversenRC condition that must be evaluated at Yucca
that there are not

A potentially
ountainis to ensure

geomechanical properties that do not permit design of an

underground opening that will remain stable through permanent
(60.122)

losure."

Theconstruction of the room in G-Tunnel provides for an early

assessment of the underground design concept.

In a discussion of the Q-System for underground support design,
pointed out that estimates of supports are required
project:

n three stages in a

"for the feasibility studies, for the detailed planning, and finally

during excavation itself."
tuff in

it was

The evaluation of the performance of the welded

-Tunnel will serve as a major factor in preparing for the detailed

planning stage for Yucca Mountain because nnWSI mining engineers will then
have a prototype facility to relate designs to.
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Obective (2)
(60.133)

addresses

ontrol b1asting evaluations.

nrc 10 cfr 60

requires that "openings shall be designed to reduce the potential

for deleterious rock movement or fracturing of overlying or surrounding
rock."

Also, "the design of the underground facility shall incorporate

excavation methods that will limit the potential for creating a preferential
pathway for ground water."

The monitoring of the damage through inspections

of blast effects during the mining and the preand posting
permeability evaluations addresses these two requirements.

fracture
Results from these

studies serve as benchmarks for similar evaluations planned for the
Exploratory Shaft.

Objective (3) deals with the measurement of drift
nnWSI Information

onvergence phenomena.

eed 4.7.4 calls for determining the potential imacts of

rock characteristics on a repository design.

The in situ stress state in

G-Tunnel is similar to that expected at Yucca Mountain because the tunnel has
a 430-m overburden and the horizontal stress state appears to reflect the
regional trends.11
philosophy that

Within the technology of rock mechanics,

there is a

monitoring the behavior of underground excavations under

construction is the most reliable aid in the design and construction of rock
tunnels and chambers."

Drift convergence

isplacements are indicative of

either stable or potentially unstable behavior.

Three factors are

significant: 2
(1) Magnitudes of displacements.
(2) Rates of displacements.
(3) Displacement capacities of the support system and the rock mass.
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Reference 12 with documentation from Reference 13 states that "when
displacements exceeded the predicted elastic displacements by a factor of

or

10, the excavation and support procedures had to be modified to prevent
further large movements."
of 12 to 75

m.

Most of the large displacements were on the order

imilar data for welded tuff do not exist, and the proposed

testing would provide this data.

"Experience

hows that rates of displacement

on the order of 0.001 mm/day indicate stable conditions, rates of 0.05 m/day
are quite high and dangerous for wide chambers, while rates of over 1.0 m/day
are excessive and call for additional support measures."12

from the

capacity standpoint, excessive displacements can result in failure of
shotcrete or rock bolts, which are common light-duty support systems.
"Displacements should also not exceed the capacity of the rock mass to
maintain its strength and coherence since rock strength along joints decreases
with displacement as irregularities on the joint surface are sheared or
overridden." 1

2

Objective (4) deals with a model evaluation of the drift convergence
phenomena.

This model evaluation effort

s not a model validation.

The

variations in stratigraphy of the welded tuff over a relatively short distance
of 16 to 20 m provides sufficient warning to cause caution about overpredicting model-measurement comparison agreements.
the record are not planned.

Preming predictions for

Premining elastic calculations will be made to

determine the instrumentation sensitivity requirements.

The 2-D jointed rock

model will be made available prior to the actual mining but not until after
the mining is completed will the final model be completed.
mining is a fracture-mapping effort.

Included in the

Results from the mapping will be incor-

porated into the model for use during the analysis and model-measurement
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evaluation period.

Results from this evaluation effort should provide key

information required to perform a model validation in Exploratory Shaft
testing.

Data from Objective (3)

will play a prominent role in the evaluations.

The need for a model evaluation isdefined by the nRC in its requirements for
a Safety Analysis Report (60.21).

In particular, "analyses and models that

-will be used to predict future conditions and changes in the geologic setting
shall be supported by using such methods as field tests . . . which are
representative of field conditions, monitoring data, and natural analog
studies."

Models require groups of data describing the real system and must

contain descriptions of the system geometry, rock mass stratigraphy, data on
material properties, and descriptions of load distributions.14

Objective

5) deals with the

instrumentation and measurements.

aquisition of experience with
Much of the proposed instrumentation has

not been used in construction-related activities in tuff, and this evaluation
provides the opportunity.

Since some instrumentation must be used close to

the mining face, there is a need to evaluate the performance of the instruments in the proximity to the blasting.

There is also a need to develop

measurement techniques for all phases of testing.

In particular, the fracture

permeability profiles have not been used for this purpose; thus, reliable
techniques must be developed.

Objective (6 is dedicated to overall VWSI project efficiency.

The

construction of a demonstration room with repository-size dimensions in welded
tuff provides other researchers with an opportunity to make measurements in an
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environment similar to that expected in Yucca

ountain,

A plate-loading test

is planned for the Exploratory Shaft, and the demonstration room would serve
as an excellent facility to establish field procedures.

Canister-scale boring

machine evaluations are being considered.

III. experiment details
A.

Pre-WTm Activities

1.

Excavation.

Figure 3 shows the layout details for the excavations.

Pre-WTm excavations pertain to the extension of U2.g.12.
terminate 26

The drift is to

from a plane running through the end of the present

Extensometer Drift.

The dimensions of the drift are 3.7 x 3.7 .

The lower

drift is to be mined with an Alpine miner and stabilized with rock bolts and
wire mesh.

The drift is to have an upward slope of 0.5 percent, which is

normal for drift construction on the

TS.

Figure 3 shows locations for measurement stations in the Demonstration
Drift, which are identified as sections A through G.
anchor locations for the

The figure shows typical

12g.12 drift convergence measurement evaluations.

Anchor posts made from rock bolts, approximately 0.5 m long, are to be bonded
to short percussion-drilled holes.

The anchor posts are to contain eyebolts

suitable for tape extensometer measurements.

A Terrametrics unit, model

S0-SN820331-2,

is to be used for the measurements.

to 0.0025 m.

At least eight

drift.

The dialgage can be read

measurement stations will be selected along the

Actual locations will be coordinated as the mining advances.

Emphasis

will be on placing the anchors so they will last during the mining and provide
reliable measurements.

Records will be kept as to the locations of the

station of the mining face and the station of the last row of rock bolts, so
that effects of excavation and drift stabilization can be discerned.
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2.

Drilling.

activities.

Figure 4 shows the drilling pattern for pre- and poet-WTm

Twelve Prewtm

holes will be diamond drilled with core recovery

from the U12g.12 extension.
inspections made.

Cores will be logged and standardgeological

The holes will be drilled in three planes, identified by

sections B, D, and F in Figure 3. Two permeability holes are to run through
the 1/4 points, within 40.5 m, across the width of the demonstration room at
each section.

Thestressmeter/deflectometer holes are to be within 1 m 1P.25

m of the corners of the room.

Holes will have to be aligned after field

surveys of the U12g.12 drift has been completed.

The permeability-holes will

be nominally 24 m long and the others 19 a.

3.

Permeability Measurements.

A single borehole permeability measurement

can be made by isolating a test interval with straddle packers and performing
steady-state pressure-flow rate measurements in the interval.

Flow measure-

ments in jointed rock are dominated by joint or fracture effects.
is sensitive to the aperture dimensions,spacings, and asperities.

This flow
Estimates

of permeabilLties for flows dominated by joint effects can be determined using
analyses of flows between parallel plates.15

Fracture or joint flows in

packed-off boreholes are represented by an equation that describes hydraulic
conductivity in cm/s.

This equation

s: 1

2

5

A nescessary calculation is determining the aperture dimension from the flow
measurements.

This is accomplished with the following equation:

(2)

Lr

Where

Q

m

flow rate through test section (cm3/s)

n = number of intersecting joints
Ho

=

pressure head (cm)

L = length of test section (cm)
r

radius of

hole cm)

Use of pre- and postmining permability measurements for mining evaluations
is being developed in this experiment.

A portion of Equation (2)

to form the key quantity to be used in these evaluations.
(Q/nH)

is called the hydraulic quotient (HQ).

is extracted

The quantity

The Q and Ho quantities

are measured directly with the permeability testing apparatus.

Experience has

shown that the determination of the quantity n is difficult in tuff.1

We

do not plan to try to measure the quantity n in this testing because we are
trying to use the permeability testing as a dagnostic aid to show changes due
to the mining activities.

The plan

s to determine the HQ quantity for

successive intervals, nominally 0.6 m long, in each of the test holes for the
pre- and postminling conditions.
byhodkinson. 1 6

The establishment of the profile was outlined

The HQ quantities will be plotted as a function of length

of the holes for the two conditions and differences will be observed and
analyzed.

It is expected that the mining activities associated with.the
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ming

of the demonstration room in the welded tuff will

ause disturbances in

the rock mass around the opening and that these disturbances will appear as
changes in the HQ quantities.

These profile comparisons should also provide

documentation as to the limits of the

one disturbed by themining.

The principal equipment used with these tests consists of a pair of
straddle packers suitable for use in NQ-size holes, a turbine water pump, a
nitrogen tank with a regulator used to inflate the packers, a manifold that
regulates flow into two pipes, a water meter that measures flow,

The straddle packers are to be designed so that the test

pressure gage.

interval is approximately 0.5

The

nd a

Q profile

long.

s to be established by performing pressure-flow rate

measurements at 0.6-m intervals along the length of each borehole located in
the welded tuff.

easurements will be taken at five different pressures,

nominally 0.3. 0.6, 0.9, 0.6, and 0.3 HPa, at each measurement station along
the borehole.

The packers will be deflated, the assembly will be translated

0.6 m, and the five-pressure measurement process will be repeated.

4.

Instrumentation Installation.

Three types of instruments will be

installed or used in the remaining holes.

Borehole Stressmeters (BSE) will be

installed at Section D and tubing for a Borehole Deflectometer (BDM) will be
installed at Sections B and F (Figure 3).
discussed in Section III.D.

Details for these sensors will be

The BS~s will be located approximately as shown

in Figure 4. Precise location will be established after the numerical
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calculations have been

ompleted and

onvenient measurement points located.

Borehole fracture patterns will also be
will take measurements

n the vertical plane.

bDm tubing will be installed,

and the BDm will traverse the length of the holes to
measurements.

Esms

onsidered prior to placement.

nitialize the

Figure 4 also shows the locations of mPBX holes planned for the

premining efforts.

mPbx holes are to be percussion driven from the U12g.l2

drift to the base of the Demonstration Drift.

PBx, Type D

Four anchor

(Section I.D), are to be placed in the holes, with anchor locations being at
1 m intervals starting from the ends of the holes nearest the welded tuff.

mpbx

and BSK instrumentation will be connected to the DS prior to the

initiation of the mining

5.

n the Demonstration Drift.

Preliminary Design modeling.

finite element

made to evaluate the sensitivities of the instruments planned for use.

calculations havebee
A

linear elastic model in the computer codejAC was used in the calculations.
The calculations were used to establish the feasibility of the borehole
deflectometer measurements and to provide guidance as to expected ranges for
drift convergence measurements.
angle

These calculations indicate that maxim

hanges could be as high as 80

selected has a sensitivity of 2 s.

The instrument

s over a 1-m length.

These calculations also indicated that

the total magnitude of the vertical drift convergence could be as high as 7

B. wtm

m.

measurements

1. Control Blasting.

Control blasting techniques will be established and

evaluated by an outside consultant, who will specify

drilling patterns,

explosive loading patterns and quantities, and fuse lengths.

The blasting

'

round will be detonated and the consultant will inspect the excavated area,
and make recommendations for changes before work starts for the next round.
It

is expected that the blasting techniques along the drift length will

improve with this experience.

The goal for the control blasting, evaluation

will be to recommend control blasting techniques for the Exploratory Shaft.

A feature in the-control blasting studies will be evaluations of different
drilling patterns or blast

onditions at stations B, D, and F.

stations where permeability profiles are to be taken, and it

These are the

is desirable to

relate mining methods to those measurements.

2.

Drift Convergence Measurements.

The principal purpose for these

measurements is to document the drift convergence during the excavation
stage.

An expected output from the measurements is a definition of the rate

of drift convergence for the welded tuff for conditions with the addition of
rock bolts and wire mesh.

As soon as a round bar been detonated and the

uck cleared away at

stations C and E (Figure 3), a team will begin percuscion-drilling holes
deep for placement ofmultipoint borehole extensometer
holes will be oriented as shown in Figure 4.

MPBZ) anchors.

Six anchor

5 M

The

mBXS will be located

in four holes and installed according to manufacturer recommendations for
vertical and horizontal holes.
off-vertical holes.

Four anchor

mpbx will be installed in the two

The anchors will be located near the excavated surface

with measurements concentrated within 6 m.

Actual anchor locations will be

selected based on the geological features found in the boreholes.
will be on taking measurements close to the drift surface.
-20-

,

Emphases

The collars will

be recessed into the surface so that a cover plate can be installed to protect
the sensors in a manner like that used in
shaft construction. 1

imilar measurements taken during

7

Four of the six-anchor extensometers are to be made by the same
The

manufacturer and are the ones proposed for Exploratory Shaft testing.
extensometer deformations can be read with a dial
ultrasonic sensing techniques.

age or remote readout using

Two pairs of other types of six-anchor

extensometers will be installed so that there will be in
the advantages and disadvantages of each.

itu evaluations of

The remaining four extensometers

are four-anchor units and will be located on both sides of the six-anchor
units.

Included in the fabrication of the heads of the extensometers will be
anchors that can be used for primary drift convergence measurements using a
rod extensometer.

Vertical and horizontal measurements will be taken

immediately after the installation of the heads at the two stations.

The

mpbx

and rod extensometer measurements will be initialized, and work will then
commence on drilling for the next round.

These measurements will be read

after the next three or four rounds or until the measurements stabilize, so
that desired excavation effects of rock removal can be ascertained.

For cross-drift measurement checking, the drift convergence measurements
taken with the rod extensometer will be compared with mPBX head movements to
evaluate the compatibility of the measurements.
the

f the deepest anchors for

mBxs are located sufficiently deep, then the relative head movements

should in fact be the displacements measured with the rod extensometer.
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As a companion study, measurements between the head and anchors of the
MPML6 can be used to determine the uniformity of the rock mass around the
opening.

Such determinations are useful

n model evaluations.

The governing

equation is:

Ki
Ed

z

KV

W

(3)

where

modulus of deformation for interval between anchors i and J.

Ed

K i

a

Function incorporating stress state and Poisson's ratio as a
function of Z.

Wit*

Relative displacement of anchor i to mPbX head.

Z. *Distance

from mPBx head to anchor

.

Equation (3) is useful because the borehole head-anchor measurements can
be made between two succeeding anchors and the modulus of deformation for that
interval can be determined.

The use of differences in the displacements for

each anchor interval allows the analyst to perform calculations without
needing a quantitative description for the head movement.

Differences in displacements can be calculated for succeeding anchor
intervals from the collar to the deepest anchor, and the gross variation of
the modulus as a function of length along the boreholes can be determined.
These values will be compared with those used in the modeling evaluations.
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There is a possibility that a significantly reduced modulus should be used to
describe rock mass behavior for the first 1 or 2 m around a drift opening, and
these investigations should provide this information.

An expected output from

these measurements and analyses will be a preliminary assessment as to
limitations on the applications of elastic theories to the behavior of welded
tuff.

If necessary, nonlinear computer analyses will be initiated to study

the measured behavior to determine the dominant mechanisms contributing to the
observed rock mechanical behavior.

Efforts to establish estimates for the relaxed

one at each of the

measurement stations will be coupled with the analyses of the variations in
the modulus of deformation as a function of borehole length.

These measure-

ments will be compared with pre- and postpermeability measurements to assess
whether they are compatible.

IfSignificant differences exist, they will be

investigated analytically and hypotheses formulated.

These latter will serve

as important input conditions for designing the more elaborate Exploratory
Shaft experiments.

3.

Drift Stabilization.

The behavior of an opening in a rock mass

requiring partial support depends on the load-deformation charactertistics of
the rock mass and the support.

The interaction between a support and the rock

is the key ingredient to underground stability.

The essential contribution of

the reinforcement is to assist the rock mass in

upporting itself.

Many

underground opening have been stabilized with supports defined through
empirical methods.

Successes in the designs of supports are attributed to the

effectiveness of geological investigations and on the ability to extrapolate
past experiences of support performances to new rock mass environments.1 0
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A

method of extrapolating past experiences of support performance to new rock
mass environments involves, as a minimium, rock mass classification systems.
The basic classification parameters are:

CSIR6
Strength of Intact Rock Mass
Rock Quality Designation

RQD)

Spacing of Joints
Condition of Joints
Ground Water Conditions
Strike and Dip Orientation Effect

Q-System7
Rock Quality Designation
Joint

RQD)

et Number

Joint Roughness Description
Joint Alteration

umber

Joint Water Reduction Factor
Stress Reduction Factor

Preliminary applications of these rock mass ratings for the welded tuff in
C-Tunnel indicate that the

tandup time for an unsupported roof span of 4.5

would be 25 to 605 days, and the maximum unsupported roof span or room height
would be 3.4 to B.5 a.

1

'

Results from both of these classification systems

suggest that the proposed span would be marginal as an-unsupported span, and
cursory observations support the normal

TS safety requirements for a minium

of 3.6-m rock bolts at intervals of 1.2
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supporting an 11-gage wire mesh.

A

factor not included in the rock mass classification systems is the occasional
man-made ground motion that occurs on the

TS, but short time experience

(30 yr) indicates that this type of support is adequate in tunnels constructed
in a weaker nonwelded tuff.

To compare come of the rock mass rating results available for C-Tunnel and
Yucca Mountain should help show the relevance of the proposed testing to the
Exploratory Shaft efforts.

Langkopf and Grk listed a range for the

GI

tunneling quality index (Q-System) of 34 to 3.08 for the welded tuff in
G-Tunnel and 53.3 to 1.46 for the Topopah Spring Member in Yucca
Mountain. 19

They listed a CSIR geomechanics classification of 60 to 80 for

G-Tunnel and 60 to 87 for the

opoah Spring Member.

Dravo engineers evaluated

the Topopah Spring Member in another study and listed a CSIR geomechanics
classification range of 38 to 73 and Q system range of 25 to 0.06.20
Differences between these two evaluations are not major, but the numbers do
show that there are significant differences in the predicted support
requirements.

In the Dravo study, using the Q-system on the central block

considered for the candidate repository, it was pointed out that the ground
supports could vary as a minimum from rock bolts and wire mesh to more
elaborate

hotcrete systems with welded wire mesh and rock bolts.

Obviously

there is need for better documentation of the behavior of welded tuft if we
are to predict behavior adequately for repository use.

The requirements for predicting drift performances for repository use
extend the state-of-the-art technology for predicting rock mass performance
because of the addition of heat and accompanying thermal stresses.

Required

evolutional developments of this nature are based on a careful documentation
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of the

ambient temperature techniques and performance montoring of

existing

prototype-size drifts.

From an operational standpoint, the freshly exposed surfaces of the
demonstration room will be mapped as the mining progresses.
appropriate for input into the two

Details

ystems will be collected

lassification

and the rock mass ratings updated to reflect the most current conditions.
deformation measurements

The

efore and after the placement of the rock bolts and

wire mesh will be analyzed to determine the influence of rock bolt performance
on drift convergence rates.

Because of these needs,

rock bolting and wire mesh will be added some 6
NTS safety conditions permit.

it

is planned that the

behind the face as long as

Unpublished mining experiences of the GTUF

Extensometer Drift suggest that this is feasible.

The eventual evaluations will relate the deformational responses of the
welded tuff to the rock mass classification systems so that a better predictive model can be established.

Based on this model, recomnendations will

be made regarding improvements necessary to improve predictive capabilities.

4. Drift Convergencemonitoring.

Included within drift convergence

monitoring will be a continual recording of drift convergence after the rock
bolts have been installed.

It is hoped that the data trends before and after

the rock bolt installation will be sufficiently distinct so that pre- and
postsupport drift convergence rates can be defined.

If the rates are

extremely low, then measurement errors could mask the desired variations.
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After the demonstration room has been excavated and the rock bolts placed,
rock bolt load cells (LCs)
sections C and E

will be installed on rock bolts on each side of
The purpose of these load cells is

Figure 3).

to monitor

changes in the rock bolt forces as the rock mass makes its final adjustments
to the excavated

tate.

predictable, but it

It

is not expected that the behavior will be

is hoped that possible nonuniform changes in rock bolt

forces can be related to expected deformation irregularities measured at the
sections.

Analyses and correlations will depend heavily on the surface maps

of the region at these
for completeness.

ections.

Eight

BLCs are to be added at each section

Figure 4 shows the configuration.

HPCs are to be installed in the lining of the Exploratory Shaft.
Measurements with thesecells are sometimes questionable, 1

7

but they do

provide a measure of stresses within a broad tolerance band and these are the
data that are

ought.

Pressure measurements may not correlate with elastic

theories or even nonlinear numerical models, but measurements of general
magnitude provide proof that unexpected stress rise phenomena do not occur
around an opening.

The main reason for installing the

PCs in thewTH is

to

gain that experience for later use in Exploratory Shaft testing.

Since the main focus in the applications of the

PCs to the Wtmis to

evaluate the installation measurements techniques in a mining environment, the
entire process is kept simple.

A main feature in the installation of the hpCs

is to place them behind a form and then place concreteso that it envelop the
HPC.

We are concerned about the falling concrete disturbing the HPC placement

and also about the possibility of air pockets being formed around the HPCs.
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Figure 5 shows the testing concept that is planned for G-Tunnel
simulation.

A wedge shaped cavity is to be mined into two ribs of the

Demonstration Drift.
techniques.

The wedge can be removed with ordinary mining

The wedge will then be covered with a sheet of plywood and rock

bolted to the rock forming a cavity.
will be installed i

The plywood will contain the

hPCs,which

a similar manner at is expected for the shaft liner at,

the Exploratory Shaft.

An opening will have been made in the top of the

plywood so that concrete can be placed to fill

the cavity.

After a 7

ay

cure, the plywood will be removed and the rock bolts will be retightened to
the concrete surface.

Thus a concrete insert is

formed in the welded tuff.

The HPCs will be monitored as soon as is practical after installation and
measurements will

ontinue for a minimm of thirty days after installation.

Then miners will chip out the HPCs so we can determine an adequacy of the
installation and contact with the rock.

From this, recommendations will be

made for future applications.

C.

Post-WTm Activities

1.

Permeability Measurements.

procedures will be repeated

Pre-WTm permeability measurements

n the welded tuffs surrounding the opening and a

revised permeability profile established.

The pre- and post-WTH profiles will

be plotted and compared and differences investigated.

The investigations

ill

be focused on defining the region around the opening that is disturbed by the
mining.

Disturbances can be due to blasting and rock

by stress redistributions around the opening.
with a borescope,

ass relaxation caused

The boreholes will be viewed

nd the fracture patterns within the first 2

side of the opening will be mapped.

on either

Attempts will be made to estimate the

limits of the blast-damaged region.
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Obviously there will be differences in the HQ profiles for each of the
holes, and one of the
among the holes.

nalyses will be to establish the extent of variability

These results should serve as a guide for designing similar

measurements in the Exploratory Shaft.

2.

Drift Monitoring.

Measurements from mPBxs, BSMs, and RBLCs,

continue for at least 3 mo after the last instrument

would

installed.

Measurements will be factored into numerical model and drift stability
analyses.

3.

umerical Model Evaluations.

rock mass responses for the WTm.
used for different purposes.

Models are to be prepared to predict

Different two-dimensional models-will be

Preliminary design 2-D modeling has been

completed using the elastic continuum assumption.
deformation was used.

A linear modulus of

This model has been used so that instrumentation

sensitivity requirements can be defined.

A jointed rock model will be used

for model evaluations.

During the excavations of the room, the fractures will be mapped.

Results

will be made available for one of two 2-D jointed rock models that will be
used for further evaluations.

If the mapping shows that the jointing is

irregular in orientation and continuity, then ajointed rock model using a
statistical description of the joints in a continuum will be used. 2

If

the

mapping shows that the fractures can be represented with up to three orthogonal joint sets with fixed orientations, then a more elaborate model will be
used.

22

this model contains five parameters describing joint shear
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The evaluations will be directed toward finding the best model

properties.

that is available to describe the rock mass.

next, the measured deformations will be compared with the predicted values
and an error analysis initiated.

Considerations will be given for use with

the direct and inverse methods.

Comparisons of results of numerical

calculations and field measurements usually result in differences.two
methods are popular in resolving these differences:
the direct method.

the inverse method and

The inverse method consists of rearranging the governing

equations so that some desired parameter, such as specific material
properties, appears as a set of unknowns. Since the final system of
displacements consists of more measurements than are required for the
calculations,
unknowns.

optimization techniques are employed to solve for the selected

In the direct method, the model is set up so that the calculated

quantities, i.e., displacements, are the unknowns, and trial values for
various parameters are input into the equations to reduce the error between
the calculated and measured values.

The direct approach lends itself better

to nonlinear analyses but may consume considerably more computer time with
resulting higher costs and possibly evaluation time delays.

It

s not clear

which method should be used for welded tuff, but evaluations in G-Tunnel
provide researchers with the opportunity to determine the best method to
resolve future differences.

Furthermore, the procedures for the model

validation exercise in Yucca Mountain will be developed in this effort.

The focus will be on reducing the apparent discrepancies and assessing
whether the resulting differences are due to model limitations, parameter
definitions, stratigraphic variations, or measurement limitations and/or
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errors.

The final output of this exercise will be a best-fit comparison of

the field and predicted with explanations for resulting differences.
Recommendations will be made for improvements in planned model validation
efforts.

4.

Other Testing.

It

is planned that a plate-loading test will be

performed in the demonstration room.

The test will be performed with

procedures recommended by the Isrm18

Details are notincluded in this test

plan.

D.

Instrumentation - Continuous Recording

Table 1 provides a listing of the planned instrumentation.

The

instrumentation is divided into categories of continuous and discrete
measurements; the former
data acquisition system

1.
used.

ultipoint

ategory refers to instrumentation connected to the
DAS).

orehole Extensometer.

The first, referred to as Type A, is

borehole extensometer.

PE

configurations are to be

an IrAD Model 4500,

sx-point

The unit has Invar rods and groutable anchors.

unit is designed so that rod travel
a sonic probe.

Four

The

an be measured with a depth micrometer or

It is planned that the depth micrometer will be used during

the mining phase, and this implies discrete measurements.

After the deforma-

tions have stabilized behind the advancing face, the sonic probe will be
installed for continuous monitoring.

The operation of the sonic probe is based on measuring the time interval
required for a stress wave to travel between two or more points in a tube of
-32-

Table 1. Instrumentation Listing

magnetostrictive material contained within the probe.
measurement

The time interval

s converted to a displacement with a sensitivity to

Measurement ranges can exceed 0.3 m.

0.025 m.

The unit is designed for remote signal

readout for distances up to 183 m in environments with high electrical noise.
The type A mpbx are designed for manual measurements using a special readout
box provided by IAD.
testing.

We are modifying the data acquisition concept for this

The readout box i

controlled by the computer.

connected to a specially designed switching unit
When data are to be taken, the computer activates

the switch box, which in turn causes the IRAD readout box to enter the reading
for each channel into the data logger.
ther types of

the same as the

mpbxs.

is a Gekon Model A-3,six-point borehole extensometer.

A Type B MPbx
unit

Thus, the lrAD system monitoring is

s designed forgroutable anchors and contains Invar rod.

The

Thesensing

unit is a linear potentiometer with a measurement range of 10 cm and a
sensitivity to

0.025 mm.

The Type C MPBx is a Terrametrics Model 23-6CSLTCRl, six-point
extensometer with

routable anchors.

The rods are made ofinvar.

The sensing

unit s a DC-LYDT with a 10-cm measurement range and asensitivity to
+0.025 sm.

The Type D MPBX is a Terrametrics Model CSLT-4, four-point extensometer
withgroutable anchors.

The other details are similar to the Type C units.
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2.

Rock Bolt Load Cells.

Model PC-60, steel units.
sensitivity to t267
sensing elements.

.

Rock bolt load cells selected are Terrametrics

The units have a capacity of 535 KU with a

The units are fabricated with strain gages as the

They are to be attached using manufacuturer-supplied

installation procedures to 22-sin-diameter mild steel rock bolts that have
epoxy anchors.

3.

orehole Stressmeters.

SUL-developed unit. 2 3
gage sensor.

The unit is the rigid inclusion type with a strain

The stressmeters are to be installed into

specially fabricated wedges.
wedges,

The boreholestressmeter selected is an

Q-sixe boreholes with

Subsequent rock mass unloading compresses the

and borehole stress changes are determined from data processing of the

strain gage voltage changes.

The bSm has a sensitivity of

E.

Instrumentation - Discrete Measurements

1.

Permeability.

130 kPa.

Test equipment and instrumentation for fracture

permeability testing are not standard.

The principal equipment used downhole

consists of a pair of straddle packers suitable for use in NQ-size holes.

The

straddle packers are connected by a short perforated pipe so that a
pressurized length of approximately 0.5 m is available.

The packers are to be

inflated with nitrogen to a pressure less than 2.4 HPa.

The packer is

connected to a flowmeter and pressure gage with pressure pipes.

The

flowmeter, manufactured by Flow Technology, has a water flow range up to
6 X 10

3/s.

The sensitivity of the flow meter is to be within

6 x 10-6 m3/s.
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The pressuregage, manufactured by

ulite, has a range up to 1.4 MPa.

The

pump, manufactured by Robbins and Myers, Inc., is rated up to
6 x 10

-4 3

m/I.

Flow rates and injection pressures are regulated with

Measurements are to be taken under steady-state flow conditions at

valves.

The steps will consist of five flow

each of five pressure-flow rate steps.

rate measurements, nominally at pressures of 0.3, 0.6,
If

flow rates are hih,

the pressure range is

.9,

0.6, and 0.3 MPa.

reduced because of equipment

limitations.

2.

Borehole Deflectometer.

The boreholedeflectometer,

errametrics

Model PBD/TCD, operates on the principle that a sensor is traversed along a
continuous tubing in the rock mass and an angle change record is made.
sensor consists of two straight

The

fixed-length segments linked together with a

strain-gage-based flexible connection.

During a traverse, the flexible

connection transmits a continuous signal that is the analog of the deflection
angle between the two segments.
boreholes before. during,

The measurement principle is

to traverse the

and after the mining operations so that the

cumulative angle distortion of the rock mass can be followed.

n essence, an

angle change profile is established.

Angle

hange measurements can be sumed to provide displacements at

selected points in the rock mass for each traverse.

Comparisons of calculated

displacements for mining stages provide an indication of the effects of
excavation on the surrounding rock mass.
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An essential facet of borehole deflectometer measurements is

to ensure

that the traverse path accurately reflects the rock mass movements.

This is

accomplished by inserting a special PC tubing into each of the measurement
boreholes.

This tubing has four grooves that guide the

eflectometer and form

a permanent reference track that follows the small rock mass displacements.

3.

od Extensometer.

The rod eensometer is

to measure drift convergence.

The unit is manufactured by IRAD, Model

and uses asonic probe as the sensing unit.
of 0.025

m.

rfr,

The sonic probe has a sensitivity

The rod extensometer is formed by precise length segments and

has a measurement range of 0.6
removable.

hand-operated device used

.

The rod extensometer is designed to be

The sonic probe can be read remotely.

Special anchors are to be fabricated on HPBX beads so that cross-drift
measurements, both vertical and horizontal, can be made at periodic intervals
during the mining.

4.
Model

Hydraulic Pressure Cells.

Terrametrics/Glotzl Concrete Stress Cells,

10/20, are to be inserted in the concrete inserts.

The principle of

operation involves a sensing system, located in the pressure cell, that is
isolated from the measurement system, which is connected to a hydraulic pump.
The closed sensing system monitors the stress

urrounding the pressure cell

and converts this stress to hydraulic pressure on the cell.

When a

stress/pressure measurement is desired, a Terrametrics Model H1516 pump is
actuated and pressure in the measurement system is

increased.

A special

bypass valve in the cell shifts the direction of flow so that the pressure
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At the attainment of this maximum

does not increase.

pressure in

the

measurement system, the flow rate is reduced and a diaphragm in the cell
closes at a pressure very near the pressure in the sensing system; thus, the
stress is determined.

The pressure tell can record stresses up to 30 HPa with

a reported accuracy of ±10
kPa.

A factor in the use of hydraulic pressure cells is the hydraulichead
caused by the fluid in the tubing connecting the pressure manifold and the
pressure cells.

Since the measurement objective

s to record the changes in

stress after the cell is in place, then the initial measurement at the time of
installation includes the line hydraulic effects and further changes are
attributed to stress behavior.

F.

Data Acquisition System

1.

Continuous.

computer.

Data acquisition is designed around the

Figure 6 shows that the

around G-Tunnel.

P 945 desktop

AS is located in two facilities in and

The underground portion is

located in a 5-n

excavated at the top of the Rock Mechanics Drift (igure 1).

room
Temperature is

maintained at 20-C t3. and the relative humidity can be maintained at 50%. 5%.

The companion room for the DAS is located in the C-Tunnel bunker near the
tunnel portal, and can be accessed on a 24-hr basis should conditions
warrant.

The system is designed to allow control from either the

instrumentation alcove or the bunker.

This control includes making program

changes and evaluating data that has been
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ollected.

.

The DAS is to be operated continuously over the duration of the
evaluations,

starting with the premining phase.

2. Discrete.
forms

Data for discrete measurements are recorded on special

reated for the specific measurements.

part of the data record for the evaluations.

These completed forms become
Data are obtained on specific

data recorders or readout devices for each of the measurements.

a.

Permeability.

Data for these measurements consist of test date,

water temperature,

location of test interval, size of measurement

interval, injection pressure, flow rate, time interval for flow,
and fracture descriptions.

The latter are obtained from core logs

and/or borescope investigations.

b.

Borehole Deflectometer.

The output for the borehole deflectometer

is a continuous electrical signal that is the analog of the
deflection angle between the two fixed

length segments.The

traverse will be sampled at intervals of not more than 0.2 m and
data recorded to provide a continuous record of the traverse
displacement normal to the borehole.

The data collected will

consist of traverse record, borehole used, test date, and
equipment used.
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c.

Rod extensometer.

The iradel

B-7 Sonic Probe Readout Box

provides a diital display for sonic probe sensors and can be
placed up to 13 m from the sonic probe without loss of accuracy.
The data collected from rod extensometer measurements will

onsist

of date, measurement location, number of segments in rod,
temperature, identification of rod segments, serial number of
readout box, and digital readout value.

d.

Hydraulic Pressure Cell.

The hydraulic pressure cells are

connected to a manifold at the measurement station with pressure
tubing.

The manifold contains a valve arrangement so that

pressure readings to individualcells can be controlled.

The

manifold is connected to the Terrametrics Model miB16 electric
motor-driven pump.
lator.

The pump has an automatic flow rate regu-

The procedure is to pump oil into the system at a slow,

timed rate.

When cell bypass occurs, very slow pumping, at a

delivery rate of less than 0.5 cm3 /m,
no further increase in pressure.
takes 5 min.

This pressure is

hydraulic pressure cell.

continues until there is

Normally, a pressure measurement

then related to the stress on the

Data recorded are HPC identification and

location, temperatures at cell and manifold, maximum p
pressure, and test date.

C.

Instrumentation Calibration
Calibration of instruments and sensors falls into three categories:

standards, fixture-dependent,

and field.

The first category refers to

subjecting measurement sensors to calibration checks in the SnL calibration
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lab.

Items to be included are linear potentiometers and DC-LYDTc from the

MPBxs; flowmeter and pressure gage for fracture permeability apparatus; the
pressure pump for the HPCs; and all length calibration

ages.

These umits are

to be calibrated in SL-approved calibration laboratories.

The second category refers to those efforts where a calibration device or
fixture has to be fabricated to ensure that the expected measurement is
accurate.

Output from the sonic probe, used in MPbX and rod extensometer

measurements,

ust be calibrated in a special fixture to ensure accuracy with

the entire measurement system.
fixture

o that the sensing unit

This it accomplished by placing the probe in a
an be displaced a known amount and the

readout quantity verified.

The borehole deflectometer is to be attached to a special rig so that the
movement of one rigid segment can be accurately related to the other and
electrical output is to be correlated with actual physical displacements of
the segments to ensure measurement accuracy.

For example, rock bolt load cells are to be placed in special fixtures
that can be placed in an SL universal testing machine.

Electrical output

from RBLCs is to be correlated with actual force measurements.

The

electronics arrangement is to duplicate the data system used in the-field.

The borehole stressmeter requires a block of welded tuff that can be cut
into a 15-cm cube.

The cube is to be cored with an AQ-size diamond bit so

that the hole is centered in two parallel faces.
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The probe is to be inserted

in the bole and the entire assembly placed in a universal testing machine.
The output from the sensor is to be correlated with the actual forces and
converted stresses that result.

The final fixture that has to be fabricated is
permeability straddle packer unit.

for the borehole

The basic fixture consists of a pipe

having the same inside diameter as the borehole.- The pipe is to have a
perforated bypass interval that contains a pressure regulator.
flow through the bypass valve into a measuring tank.

The water can

First, the straddle

packer unit is to be inserted in the pipe away from the perforated region and
the packers inflated to the design pressure.

Water is to be pumped into the

measurement interval so that the effective volume between the packers can be
measured.

ext, the straddle packer unit is

and the packers reinflated.

to be placed at the bypass point

Pressure-flow rate measurements are to be run

o

that the hydraulic features of the piping can be factored into data
reductions.

The principal factor needed is

the pressure loss between the

pressure gage located on the surface and the actual pressure at the injection
interval.

Field calibrations (third category) apply to the Mpbxs that have
potentiometers and DC-LVDTs.

linear

These instruments have built-in devices where

the sensing units can be accurately displaced and the entire data system
output checked for accuracy.

E.

Laboratory Tests

Table 2 lists the laboratory tests to be performed on core samples.

In

addition, cores will be inspected by geologists and standard logs recorded.
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Table 2
Laboratory Tests

IV.
*

EXPERIMEGNT
A.

.

Responsible Personnel

The following S

personnel have major responsibilities in this experiment:

Roger E. Zimmerman, Principal Investigator
Program Supervisor

Contract Supervisor
Modeling Supervisor
Test Engineer
Robert L. Schuch
Field Coordinator
Joe Bradsbaw
Instrumentation and Data System Installation
Prepare and conduct Permeability Measurements

B.

Schedule

Figure 7 is a PERT Chart listing the main activities associated with this
evaluation.

Relationships with

NWSI milestones are shown.

C. Documentation
The details associated with the planning of this effort are covered in
this Test Plan.

A final SAND report, a Level 2

WSI milestone,

written on the results of the measurements (Figure 7).

s to be

Special evaluations

pertinent to Exploratory Shaft testing will be reported as SL Keystone
documents.

It

is expected that there will be a number of papers submitted to

technical and professional proceedings and journals covering various aspects
of the evaluations as they unfold.
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D.

Quality Assurance (QA)

The mining evaluation in C-Tunnel is implemented under the SNL
Organization 6000 Q Program Plan and is designated as a quality Level 3
effort (per QAPII-).

QA records for the overall effort shall consist, -at a

minimum, of the Test Plan; interim, topical, and final reports; and any peer
review documentation.

Decision-making telecon notes, conference notes, and

trip reports, along with QA audits or surveys, shall be kept in the project
working file.

QA documents located in the project working file shall have

copies placed in theNNWSI Central File.

Details associated with record keeping are:
1.

Test Plan.

The Test Plan is kept in SNLand SAX project offices and

in the Instrumentation Alcove of the
This Test Plan is-a SNL Keystone
follows those procedures.

TUF.
ocument and distribution of copies

As a minimum the completed Test Plan will be

distributed to:

T. 0. Hunter
R. R. Richards
L. W. Scully
F. W. Bingham
T. E. Blejwas

6310

B.

. Edwards

7131

6310
6311
6312
6313

R.
J.
J.
W.

J. Dye
S. Talbutt
Schats
E. Thompson

7131
7131

R. H. Zimmerman
R. L. Schuch
P. B. Wimick
B. E. Schwartz

6313
6313

R. R. Bellman
D. Zerga

SAIC

6313
6313
6313

E. Fowler
C. Fairer
C. 0. Denney

PBQ&D
USGS
7125

6314

J. J.

R. E. Stinebaugh

6314

D. Hembre

S. Sirnock
CF WES 124212

6315
6310

D. Mason
J. R. Tillerson
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Bradshaw

SAIC
PBQ&D

7123

REECO

a'

V.

After distribution, the

opy kept in the Instrumentation Alcove in
Any changes to the plan will be made it

G-Tunnel will be the master copy.

writing for approval by the principal investigator, division supervisor, and
QA coordinator.

MASTER

ApprovedChanges will be kept with THE

COPY AND COPIES

distributed to appropriate personnel.

2.

Logbook.

Entries

A DAS logbook is kept with the operating computer.

pertinent to the daily operations of the project are recorded bare. The DAS
logbook shall be maintained in accordance with Epi-xi-5.

3. Source Program, Data Files,

A copy

program is prepared in Albuquerque and stored on the computer there.
is placed on the computer in the gTUF in two forms.
the hard disk, and the other i

source

and das calibration records. the

recorded on

One copy is

stored on the autostart cassette.

The

autostart program overrides any unauthorized change in the program-at the
C-Tunnel computer.

Any changes in the program are coordinated with the data

system programmer in Albuquerque and logged into the logbook in gTUF.

As

appropriate, new autostart cassettes are prepared in Albuquerque and
transported to C-Tunnel for use.

At the conclusion of testing, the source

program is entered onto a tape cassette for permanent storage.
cassette becomes part of the

This tape

MnWSICF.

All data are initially stored in the two hard disk units in the
Data are stored in raw and converted data files.

TUF.

Periodically, tape cassettes

are made for all data stored in either of the files and these are transported
to Albuquerque for data processing.

These tapes are kept in temporary storage

in Albuquerque and later, all raw and converted data are transferred to the
permanent QA data tape cassette.
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DAS calibration records are kept on floppy disks at the GTUF.

They are

updated as needed, and the new record becomes part of the regular data file.
Therefore, there is a continual record of calibration changes for all
constraints.

omputer

Sensor calibration plans have been discussed in the

instrumentation section.

These calibration records are to be assembled and

entered into the regular data file for the WTm evaluations.

4.

Contractor Records.

Field support contractors will have an approved

QA file under the contract obligations.
transferred to SL for permanent Q

Pertinent records are to be

storage.

These records include:

(1) contractors will provide a record of details pertaining to the
installation procedures and wiring of each of the instruments installed;
(2)

contractors will provide records of sensor and instrumentation

calibrations; and (3)

contractors will provide a record of activities

pertaining to any troubleshooting required for instruments.

The problems will

be identified and solutions described.

S.nonconformance Actions.

In accordance with Quality Level 3,

provisions any nonconformance reporting shall consist of identification of the
nonconformance, the disposition, and the corrective action taken.
details will be entered into the

E.

These

wtmlogbook.

Safety

Existing DOE Manual Chapters and

TS Service Organization Standard

Operating Procedures will be applied to appropriate efforts.
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V.

experiment evaluations

A.

Objectives

The first objective for the mining evaluation is to review relevance of
standard rock mass rating techniques for use in defining stabilization
procedures for a repository-sized room in welded tuff.

The two rock mass rating systems have been briefly defined and referenced,
i.e., CSIR

and Q-System.

The WTMwill provide for a detailed

application of these ratings for the purpose of developing a more accurate
predictive model for welded tuff.

A feature in the study is the application

of these ratings to a cross-section shape that has not been previously
constructed in welded tuff.

The 6.1-m span is relatively large, and

preliminary designs indicate that it can be stabilized with the standard rock
bolts and wire mesh techniques comonly used on the

TS.

If unstable

conditions exist, either the drift convergence rates could be excessive (0.01
MMday) or roof displacements could exceed 10

m; then, rock bolt yield

The latter

highly unlikely in the time

period under consideration in this evaluation.

The rate effect is important

strengths could become important.

for analyzing drift stability predictive models related to the rock mass
rating systems.

The second objective is to "apply control blasting techniques in
construction of a room in welded tuff for subsequent evaluations and
recomrendations for Exploratory Shaft efforts."
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There are NWSI requirements to develop techniques to
minimize blast damage in welded tuFfs.
attempted in this particular medium.

ontrol blasting and

This has never been seriously
Part of the evaluation consists of the

standard visual mining evaluations associated with drilling and blasting.
These evaluations include time and motion studies required to accomplish the
mining tasks.

Also, measurements are made of the volume of rock excavated and

the resultingCrosS-section size thatIs excavated.

Part of the evaluation

consists of a visual inspection and subjective evaluation of the blasting
effects.

These methods alone do not quantify and ensure the minimization of

blast damage and the potential effects on creating preferential pathways for
water migration.

Thus, the permeability testing is added.

The permeability testing consists of the recording of permeability
profiles before and after the blasting and relating the results to the known
mining practices used.

The permeability profiles are to be taken at three

stations along the room, and different mining drilling patterns and blast
techniques will have been used to enhance the evaluations.

Emphasis will be

on taking measurements within 2 m of the freshly exposed surfaces.

An

integral part of the-evaluation will be the logging of the fractures in these
intervals before and after blasting
be analyzed better.

o that the permeability measurements can

Hydraulic quotients will be calculated for these

intervals to determine the changes caused by blasting and drift surface
relaxation phenomena.

An output of the evaluations will be a recommendation

as to the best of the mining methods to minimize blast damage.
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The third objective,

measure and evaluate drift convergence phenomena for

purposes of determining the responses of the welded tuff to mining," applies
to the period of drift convergence prior to the placement of the rock bolts.
The measurement techniques will be the same for the periods before and after
rock bolting, but evaluations will be for different purposes.

The emphasis in

this objective is to design, perform, and evaluate measurement techniques
during the mining phase so that possible measurement stability problems
associated with blasting or muck removal can be ascertained.
before and after the rock bolting support the Objective

The measurements

evaluations.

There is always some drift convergence at the mining face due to the
removal of the material preceding the face.

In order to measure drift

convergence during remaining mining operations, instrumentation has to be
placed as close to the face as possible so that the remainder of the
convergence can be measured.
measurements is essential.

This means that timing and sequencing of
This also means that the instrumentation must be

placed close to the face and must remain electronically stable and unaffected
by the blasting.

Successful measurements will require that the MPBX heads be

installed so that they are protected.17 Measurements taken before and after
the blasts will provide the necessary documentation.

In the event that one or

more units is damaged, then procedures will be implemented to reinstall the
measurement station.

A result of the evaluations will be recommendations for

performing the measurements successfully in the Exploratory Shaft.

The actual measurements will be related to elastic theories and the
results of the numerical

alculations in the next objective.
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The fourth objective,

perform 2-D numerical model calculations of the

repository-sized room and compare results with the measurements in objective
(3)

to determine reasons for any differences," relates to comparisons of field

deformation measurements (PBX

and rod extensometer) with predicted values.

Incorporated in the evaluations will be field-mapping of the joints so that
they can be best represented in the models.

One model usesStatistical

descriptions of joints,21 and the other requires that joint sets have
parallel joints but includes a more sophisticated joint shear model.22
first

The

evaluation will be to assess which model has more promise for repre-

sentinG the joints.

The next evaluation will be to assess whether the direct

or inverse method will provide the best results.14
be tried first because it

The inverse method will

has potential for being the most economical.

If

this is not found satisfactory, then the direct approach will be tried.

The

expected outcome is that the model experiment measurements can be brought to a
miniMUm variation.

If differences greater than 20 percent exist, then

recommendations will be made as to possible:
1. improvements for models,
2.

improvements for measurements, and

3.

improvements of defining material properties.

The fifth objective is to "evaluate instrumentation installation
techniques and resulting measurement results to improve measurement
capabilities."

Deformation measurements efforts pertinent to objective
techniques that apply during the mining period.

relate to those

This objective focuses on the

instrumentation performances over a relatively short period of time.
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Sensors

are to be connected to the DAS, which requires the more elaborate calibration
procedures.

An activity within this objective will be an evaluation of the

adequacies of the calibration techniques,
will be made as necessary.

and recommendations for improvements

Instrumentation performance will be focused on how

the sensor performed in relation to how it was expected to perform.

Reasons

for descrepancies will be offered and residual testing will be scheduled as
necessary to ensure that the problems are defined properly.

The use of the boreholeStressmeter is new in this application, and there
is need to determine whether placement techniques are adequate and measurements reasonable.

t is not expected that the RSH will provide data that can

be checked accurately with the numerical calculations because stress measurements are highly dependent upon localized conditions in the surrounding
rock. 2 4

It

is hoped that the measurements will reflect meaningful trends

and evaluations will be used to provide expected ranges for measurements
the Exploratory Shaft.

n-

Instrumentation durability will also be assessed.

The use of the borehole deflectometer will be a first in welded tuff.and
for thispre- and postmining application, and measurements results are
somewhat uncertain.

Comparisons of results with the numerical models will

provide indications as to the accuracies.

An expected recommendation is a

statement as to whether use of the borehole deflectometer is feasible in hard
rock, and if so, what procedures should be used for successful use in the
future.
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The emphasis in the application of the HPCs is to evaluate the
installation and formability considerations.

The HPCs will be monitored for a

30 day period to establish degree of uniformity insimilarmeasurements and
then we will extract them from the concrete inserts to assess the conditions
of the

PCs.

Output from this effort will be a recommendation for future use

of these cells.

serve as a test facility for supplemental rock

The sixth objective,

mechanics testing (i.e., plate-loading testing, possible demonstration of
horizontal boring machine)," does not require an evaluation.

The intent is to

provide a facility with a DAS that can be used to monitor rock masschanges
caused by other activities.

The only evaluation expected is whether the

measurementsystems responded to what was expected and, if

b.

not, why.

Expected Results

The purpose of the mining evaluation activities is

to conduct an

evaluation of rock welded tuff behavior caused by the excavation of a
relatively short room.

Included with the excavation are a number of

measurements designed to quantify the overall rock behavior.

It

is expected

that evaluations will:
1. demonstrate technical feasibility of construction of this sized room
in welded tuff,
2.

result in recommendations for instrumentation and measurement
techniques for Exploratory Shaft testing,

3.

serve as a reference for future experiment/model evaluations for
welded tuff,

4.

enhance drift stability predictive models, and

5.

quantify blast damage effects in welded tuff.
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